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Abstract

Evaluation of swallowing has been made possible by cine-Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging with high time resolution. However, the spatial resolution in cine-MR imaging remains inadequate for the detection of anatomical structures. Therefore, it is necessary to refer to static MR images in conjunction with cine-MR imaging. The aim of this study was to determine which MR parameters were appropriate for static imaging of the anatomical structures involved in swallowing. MR imaging was carried out, and T1-weighted, T2-weighted and proton-density-weighted MR images were obtained in the sagittal plane in 5 healthy volunteers. Each image was evaluated for anatomic landmark clarity by 3 oral radiologists. The anatomic landmarks selected were the lip, tip of tongue, center of tongue, tongue base, soft palate and epiglottis. Differences in clarity among 3 imaging modalities were evaluated. A 3-point score rating system was used. The results showed that lower TE sequences, i.e., either T1-weighted or proton-density-weighted images, were the most suitable for use in conjunction with cine-MR imaging in diagnosing swallowing disorders.
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Introduction

Videofluorography (VF), considered the “gold standard” among imaging modalities, has been used to evaluate swallowing6,8,20. It has, however, several disadvantages, including radiation exposure and limitations in detection of soft tissues. On the other hand, magnetic resonance (MR) imaging offers excellent contrast resolution in head and neck soft
tissues without radiation exposure. Advanced MR technology allows imaging of soft-tissue motion with almost real-time resolution, and has been used to evaluate swallowing disorders. Foucart et al.\(^2\) reported that kinetic MRI could be applied to the study of the oropharyngeal apparatus. Anagnostara et al.\(^2\) reported that high-speed kinetic MRI allowed direct soft-tissue imaging at close to the real-time resolution offered by videofluorography. Hartl et al.\(^13,14\) demonstrated that dynamic MRI with single-shot fast spin echo provided clear images of oral and pharyngeal surfaces, as well as deep tissue structures.

Although, cine-MR imaging for swallowing disorders has been reported\(^1,5,14,18\), it remains to be clinically validated. We have already obtained fine cine-MR imaging with high time resolution using both generalized auto-calibrating partially parallel acquisition (GRAPPA) and fast imaging with steady state precession (True-FISP) data acquisition (Fig. 1). However, spatial resolution in cine-MR imaging remains inadequate for the detection of anatomical structures. A number of studies have found this approach inadequate for imaging of fine structures in swallowing due to the rapid movement of the anatomical structures involved\(^2,5,14,17,18\). Therefore, it is necessary to use static MR images with high spatial resolution in conjunction with cine-MR imaging as a reference. To our knowledge, static MR images for the detection of anatomical structures during swallowing have never been reported. This new technique offers a new method for evaluation of swallowing disorders. The aim of this study was to investigate which MR parameters were appropriate for static imaging in depicting the anatomical structures involved in swallowing.

### Materials and Methods

Five healthy volunteers (3 men and 2 women) with no history of swallowing disorders or other chronic illness were enrolled in the study. Their ages ranged from 24 to 47 years, with an average age of 31.6 years. Prior informed consent was obtained from all volunteers.

A 1.5 T MR imager (Magnetom Symphony Maestro Class; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) was used with a head-and-neck coil as a receiver. Imaging was carried out in the median sagittal plane with static sequences while participants were in the supine position.

T1-weighted (T1WI), fat suppression T2-weighted (T2WI) and proton-density-weighted MR images (PDWI) were obtained. The T1WI scan parameters were as follows: relaxation time (TR) 500 ms, excitation time (TE) 11 ms. The T2WI scan parameters were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>T1WI</th>
<th>T2WI</th>
<th>PDWI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TR (ms)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>5,430</td>
<td>3,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE (ms)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV (mm)</td>
<td>230×230</td>
<td>Matrix 512×512</td>
<td>Thickness 4 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Cine-MR imaging remains inadequate for detection of anatomical structures

Table 1 Scanning parameters for MR imaging
TR 5,430 ms, TE 82 ms. The PDWI scan parameters were: TR 3,300 ms, TE 13 ms. Acquisition parameters employed in all cases were as follows: a 230 × 230 mm field of view (FOV) which was digitally represented by a 512 × 512 matrix, and a 4 mm slice thickness. The technical parameters specific to each acquisition are listed in Table 1. These parameters were used in routine clinical examinations at our hospital for the diagnosis of malignant/benign tumors in the head and neck regions.

Each MR image was evaluated by 3 oral and maxillofacial radiologists. Anatomic landmarks were selected according to the following criteria: they had to be both visible and important to the act of swallowing. Images were evaluated during the oral preparatory, oral, pharyngeal and esophageal stages of deglutition. The following landmarks were selected: lip, tip of tongue, center of tongue, tongue base, soft palate and epiglottis (Fig. 2). These anatomic landmarks are considered important in the diagnosis of swallowing, particularly in terms of the importation, maintenance and transportation of the bolus.

The depiction of these landmarks between the 3 different parameters was evaluated. A 3-point-score rating system was used, with 3 points indicating the highest level of excellence and 1 point the lowest, giving a possible highest score of 45 (3 points × 5 images × 3 observers). Collected data were statistically analyzed by the Steel-Dwass multiple comparison test. Level of significance was set at 0.01.

**Results**

Figure 3 shows examples of T1WI, T2WI and PDWI. The T1WI and PDWI yielded good depiction of soft-tissue anatomy. T2WI showed a very high signal from water, for example, in saliva or spinal fluid. T2WI were very sensitive in pathological detection.

Table 2 shows the scores for the anatomic landmarks evaluated. Scores at the outline of the lip were 33 for T1WI, 16 for T2WI and 41 for PDWI. The results showed a statistically significant difference between T1WI and T2WI, PDWI and T2WI. For example, the outline of the lip was clearly visible in the PDWI in Fig. 4A. The arrow indicates the lateral view of lip. The tip of tongue was evalu-
ated as follows: 34 for T1WI, 22 for T2WI and 34 for PDWI. The results showed no statistically significant difference. Tongue tips reaching the incisors were clearly visible in Fig. 4B. The arrows indicate the lateral views of tip of tongue with T1WI and PDWI. The center of tongue was evaluated as follows: 39 for T1WI, 23 for T2WI and 28 for PDWI. The results showed a statistically significant difference between T1WI and T2WI. The center of tongue resting against the hard palate was clearly visible in Fig. 4C. The arrow indicates the lateral views of center of tongue with T1WI. The tongue base was evaluated as follows: 38 for T1WI, 24 for T2WI and 28 for PDWI. The results showed a statistically significant difference between T1WI and T2WI. Tongue base and air were clearly distinct in Fig. 4D. The arrow indicates the lateral view of tongue base with T1WI. The soft palate was evaluated as follows: 40 for T1WI, 19 for T2WI and 31 for PDWI. The results showed a statistically significant difference between T1WI and T2WI. The hanging soft-palate was in close contact with tongue base, but they are clearly distinguishable in Fig. 4E. The arrow indicates the lateral views of soft palate with T1WI. The epiglottis was evaluated as follows: 36 for T1WI, 21 for T2WI and 33 for PDWI. The results showed a statistically significant difference between T1WI and T2WI. The erected epiglottis in the airway is outlined clearly in Fig. 4F. The arrows indicate the lateral views of erected epiglottis with T1WI and PDWI.

The T1WI yielded significantly higher scores for center of tongue and tongue base. T1WI also tended to yield higher scores for soft palate and epiglottis. PDWI yielded higher scores for lips. None of the T2WI yielded a higher score for any anatomical landmark.

Discussion

MR imaging has been used to identify soft-tissue abnormalities in the head and neck regions without radiation. It allows safe examination of dysphagia patients, as it uses a watersoluble contrast material rather than barium media. Recently-developed MR imaging techniques allow dynamic imaging cine-MR imaging, in other words, kinetic MR imaging. Echo-planner technology has been used for the diagnosis of the tongue and pharyngeal cavity, but with decreased image resolution. Turbo-flash technology offers high temporal resolution and sufficient spatial resolution, but the toxicity of the gadolinium-DTPA contrast-medium if aspirated remains to be determined. These techniques are insufficient for the evaluation of soft-tissue morphology related to swallowing physiology and dysphagia. SSFSE technology, however, provides a better diagnostic evaluation of deep structures and mobility in dry swallowing. B-turbo technology has made it possible to obtain an intense signal from water

| Table 2 Score and lateral view of each landmark |
|-----------------|-----|-----|-----|
| Landmark        | T1WI| T2WI| PDWI|
| Lip             | 33  | 16  | 41  |
| Tip of tongue   | 34  | 22  | 34  |
| Center of tongue| 39  | 23  | 28  |
| Tongue base     | 38  | 24  | 28  |
| Soft palate     | 40  | 19  | 31  |
| Epiglottis      | 36  | 21  | 33  |

*: p<0.01
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which can be identified from high-contrast liquid bolus material\(^6\).

In spite of certain drawbacks, cine-MR imaging is complementary to VF. Cine-MR imaging is limited by imaging speed. The highest temporal resolution obtainable with

---

**Fig. 4** Lateral views of each landmark (arrows)

Lateral views indicating location of lip in PDWI (A), tip of tongue in T1WI (upper image) and PDWI (lower image) (B), center of tongue in T1WI (C), tongue base in T1WI (D), soft palate in T1WI (E), and epiglottis in T1WI (upper image) and PDWI (lower image) (F).
cine-MR imaging technologies is 0.2–0.3 sec per slice. In contrast, VF is capable of obtaining images at 0.033 sec intervals (30 frame/sec). This produces a much smoother sequence of images than with cine-MR imaging.

Therefore, static MR images, with their high spatial resolution, are necessary in obtaining detailed information concerning the various hard and soft-tissue structures involved in swallowing. In particular, MRI is noted for the depiction of anatomical structures of the oral cavity, oropharynx, hypopharynx and larynx. The sagittal plane of the images allows for better evaluation of base-of-tongue volume, as opposed to recognition of surface area using endoscopy. Static MR images depicts differences in the internal muscles of tongue far better than cine-MR imaging. Vorperian et al.21) reported that most anatomic landmarks were clearly visible in the midsagittal plane in a study using median sagittal images of vocal cord structures. Other researchers13,14) reported the same with respect to the oral and pharyngeal phases of swallowing, observing the statuses of the lip, tongue and soft palate. Static MR images for vocal cord examination were also useful for detection of anatomical structures3,4). Essentially, static MR images are clinically applied to the diagnosis of head and neck cancers, as they offer clear depiction of anatomical sites15).

The results of this study showed that lower TE sequences, i.e., T1WI or PDWI were the most suitable for static MR images in diagnosing swallowing disorders. T1WI depict soft-tissue anatomy well (Fig. 3A). It is said that normal fat content in the subcutaneous tissue or orbits shows high signal intensity on T1WI10). The signals obtained with PDWI are reportedly useful in the diagnosis of the TMJ region due to the clear depiction of anatomical structures19). However, water yields very high signal intensity on T2WI (Fig. 3B), as do the majority of tumors10). The results of this experiment showed that T2WI are inadequate for the evaluation of the anatomical structures involved in swallowing.

From the viewpoint of tissue appearance, the lower TE sequences for static MR images appear to offer a suitable reference for use in conjunction with cine-MR imaging. Therefore, static reference images need to be used in conjunction with cine-MR imaging in evaluating swallowing. Cine-MR imaging of swallowing necessitates the use of such reference images due to the low image quality of the former. Therefore, static MR images could play an important role in the diagnosis of swallowing disorders. Donnelly2) reported cine-MR imaging in sleep studies evaluating children with obstructive sleep apnea. In their study, the midline sagittal plane was determined from both 3-dimensional localization images and sagittal T1WI. The transverse cine-MR imaging at the level of the middle portion of the tongue was determined from the sagittal T1WI.

In a study on speech production, Masaki et al.18) compared conventional still images and movie frames obtained by synchronized sampling. They found that tongue shape appeared to be wider where it made contact with the palate in static images compared to in dynamic images. This implies that synchronized sampling allows observation of natural consonant gestures in dynamic articulation. Such pilot experiments indicate an improvement in image quality due to subjects’ experience. We intend to improve the image quality of static MR images by optimizing lower TE sequences. Dynamic and static MR images of swallowing are helpful in the diagnosis of the mechanisms of dysphagia, and are also helpful for guidance in swallowing therapy. Quantitative evaluation of tongue-base volume and range of motion on static MR images would be very useful in the guidance of surgical reconstruction and in the examination of patients with palsy. This new technique, namely the conjunctional use of cine-MR imaging and high-quality static MR images, offers a new method for clinically evaluating swallowing disorders.

In conclusion, the results indicate that lower TE sequences, i.e., either T1WI or PDWI, are the most suitable as static high-quality MR images for use in conjunction with cine-MR imaging in diagnosing swallowing disorders.
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